Westerstrand
Digital Clock

AUREA II

A new design
by
Westerstrand
Aurea II is an elegant digital clock for indoor use designed to fit the sophisticated environments of today's business society.

The dark coloured and slightly curved front provides an elegant impression. The execution gives very good legibility even from tight angles.

The digits, formed of LED segments, are available in green or red and have a height of 58 (hours/minutes) and 45 mm (seconds). The light intensity of the digits are automatically controlled via photo diod.

Easy to use - three buttons on one of the short end sides.

Lithium backup battery for internal time keeping for at least 1000 hours at power failure.

Synchronisation (standard)
- Stand alone (radio receiver as option)
- 24VDC polar reversity imp. 1/1-alt 1/2-min or time code from master clock

Synchronisation (option)
- NTP
- Wireless

All operating modes also require mains power 230VAC

Aurea II - hrs/min
indicates time in hours and minutes.
Red or green digits.
W=275mm, H=130mm
Distance front/wall=60mm.

Aurea II - hrs/minsecs
indicates time in hours/minutes/seconds.
Red or green digits.
W=363mm, H=130mm
Distance front/wall=60mm.

Mounting/Installation
Very simple installation via a wall mounting plate.
Connection via screw terminal.
The construction ensures rational mounting and easy maintenance.